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Abstract

Objective: To review organizational factors influencing successful large-scale change (LSC) in healthcare.

Background: LSC is necessary to achieve sustained and meaningful healthcare improvement. However, organizational readiness needs to be considered to promote successful LSC.

Methods: Four databases were searched for articles published between 2009-2018. Thematic analysis was used to identify enabling or hindering factors to LSC.

Results: Seven organizational factors were consistently described as facilitators or barriers to successful LSC in healthcare: infrastructure support, organizational culture, leadership, change management approach, roles and responsibilities, networks, and measurement and feedback.

Conclusion: The factors that emerged from this review are consistent with concepts of implementation but broadened, and highlight learning organizations in successful LSC. The results of this review informed the development of a reflective tool on LSC for nurse leaders.
The vision for quality healthcare entails coordinated and humane services that address complex health needs, modern care delivery models and facilities, consistent integration evidence-based practices, all while reducing costs related to healthcare delivery (1,2). Changes aimed at significant and widespread improvements are referred to as large-scale changes (LSC) (3), which target behaviors, beliefs, and philosophies of care of diverse stakeholders at the organization to health system levels (4). LSC differ from local changes in that they seek a fundamental shift in the ethos of the organization that affect and redirect transversal processes over an extended period of time (5). Examples of LSC include mandated initiatives such as the consolidation, harmonization, and implementation of innovative practices or policies in a merger of healthcare centers (6) or culture-based changes such as the implementation of patient-centered care (7).

Despite their potential, many LSCs fail to deliver the sweeping and sustainable changes necessary for meaningful improvement (8). Failed attempts may have serious consequences, where reports of increased stress and low work satisfaction among nursing staff can perpetuate existing issues related to quality care (9,10). Research suggests that in order to achieve successful LSC, organizational readiness needs to be established (11). Readiness considers the dynamic and interrelated components at multiple levels within and external to the organization and can act as a precursor to successful LSC (12). Additionally, healthcare organizations are increasingly recognized as complex and dynamic systems that continuously evolve (13) and thus their readiness for change is also not static (11). It is incumbent for change leaders embarking on LSC within their organizations to reflect on factors conducive to organizational readiness.

Nurse leaders can play an important role engaging stakeholders to address organizational readiness for LSC. While an increasing number of measurement tools are available to assess organizational readiness, few are validated and contextualized for LSC and many are too lengthy for feasible use in practice (14). Additionally, these tools may not be conducive to a nurse-driven collaborative and reflective approach with stakeholders. Therefore, nurse leaders still need practical guidance informed by an updated review of the literature (15).
Aim

This article describes a review of organizational factors that influenced the successful implementation of LSC in healthcare literature.

Search Methods and Outcomes

An integrative literature review was used (16) as it boasts to comprehensively understand complex phenomena, incorporates studies using a range of methods and approaches, and informs practical understandings and applications. LSC was defined as the implementation of a complex set of interventions aimed at multiple care providers and/or users to improve healthcare delivery, quality and patient outcomes within an organization or multiple organizations of a health system (17). Source articles were included when: 1) the study described, evaluated or reviewed the implementation of LSC in a healthcare context; 2) the study described barriers and facilitators to LSC within the implementation setting(s); 3) the organization was located within a developed country; 4) the article was published in English.

The search proceeded through two phases with the support of a medical librarian: First, the primary author (SAC) used ancestral searching and citation tracking strategies via Google Scholar and Pubmed to accumulate an initial collection of relevant full-text articles, starting with a recognized review on factors contributing to LSC in health systems (3). From this collection, 10 articles met the inclusion criteria and were used to identify keywords and subject headings for a systematic search in 2 bibliographic databases (phase two): Medline and HealthSTAR via OVID (SDC #1). Following the removal of duplicates, title and abstract screen, 1128 titles were reduced to 55 full-text articles. Ten of these met the inclusion criteria and were added to results from phase 1. The 2nd author (MLT) reviewed the full text of these papers to validate inclusion in the final sample (18). A total of 20 articles proceeded to data extraction and synthesis (SDC #2). Included papers were published between 2009-2018.

Quality Appraisal
As the results of this present review demonstrate, LSC investigations employed heterogeneous methods, including emerging designs for which no standard tool is available for evaluation. Evaluating the quality of primary sources is complex due to the diversity of study designs and wide sampling frame that characterize integrative reviews (16). Therefore, the quality of each article in this review was subjectively judged for its authenticity and information value. Based on this evaluation, none of the studies identified were excluded from this review. A wide array of changes was described, each targeting distinct patient populations, influencing various healthcare professionals and seeking diverse outcomes. However, due to a lack of standardized reporting, not all transformations were described in detail, often with missing information on specific interventions for implementation. In addition, the organization(s) were also superficially described, with little information about the size of the center(s), the care offered, and the characteristics of the population served. Finally, determinations of successful transformation were rarely described.

**Data Extraction and Synthesis**

A data table was constructed to standardize extraction of key information, including study methods, context, details of the LSC, and described or resulting organizational factors that appeared to influence LSC implementation. The findings were synthesized and interpreted through a deductive and inductive thematic approach and validated by the 2nd author. Data were synthesized narratively and through tables.

**Results**

**Study Characteristics**

This review included 20 peer-reviewed articles describing 19 unique LSCs and represented a diversity of study designs (SDC #3). The articles describe a variety of LSC implemented in large organizations, across multiple healthcare establishments within a health system, or in entire healthcare systems within a specific jurisdiction (province) or country, mostly in North America. Various settings were implicated, including hospitals and acute care, ambulatory or community care, primary care and nursing homes or secondary levels of care. The reforms targeted practice changes within several health disciplines and with health administrators, often as interdisciplinary care teams or units.
Seven factors within the organization were consistently described as influencing LSC in a healthcare context: infrastructure support, organizational culture, leadership, change management approach, roles and responsibilities, networks, and measurement and feedback (SDC #4). These were described as facilitators and/or as barriers to the implementation of LSC.

**Factor 1: Infrastructure Support**

Infrastructure support deals with the availability and contribution of adequate financial, human, physical, time and technological resources for the active implementation period. Organizations invested in resources most often financial, to reduce staff workload and for release time, materials and locations for ongoing training (19,20,21), which positively favored LSC. Organizations contributed resources for individuals, including healthcare professionals and staff to keep up-to-date with information about the transformation, the behaviors associated with the desired practices and evidence-based knowledge (20). Lack of knowledge and skills related to the innovation hindered successful transformation, as did the imposition of added responsibilities on staff already limited by time constraints and lack of financial investments (22-24). Large organizational size was attributed to a scarcity of resources to be put towards the change (25).

Factors in workforce stability within the organization, such as low staff turnover and reliable leadership, weighed heavily in the success of LSC (26). Major upheavals, including staffing crises, leadership instability, budget crises or other major concurrent changes drawing on internal resources, were barriers to success (21,23,27-29).

**Factor 2: Organizational Culture**

Organizational culture refers to the values and corresponding behaviors of individuals and the organization. Successful LSC change occurred when values and behaviors including care processes, aligned with the
corresponding change initiative. For example, organizations that promoted patient-centered care (22), multidisciplinarity (23), or palliative care (30) were well-positioned to reorganize service delivery and to introduce revolutionary practice changes. The fit between the existing values and innovation was described as a pre-requisite to change (30). The alignment is explicitly communicated and made available to its members and stakeholders (21). In turn, the organization and its members provided early support for transformation, expressing the need for the change and touting its benefits.

Another pre-requisite for success relates to the organizational perception of change, improvement and innovation. LSC was facilitated by a pattern of seeking out opportunities for innovation and improvement, characterizing the organization as having a culture of innovation (22). In these organizations, change innovations were prioritized and integrated into existing projects (31). Organizations that lacked integration and prioritization of the change initiative experienced a fragmented implementation approach and perceived new initiatives as disruptive and burdensome (21).

**Factor 3: Leadership**

Leadership signifies traits characterizing the leadership process, formal and emergent leadership and spheres of influence within the organization. An engaging leadership style across organizational levels that supported and sustained the innovation was facilitative. Leadership engagement meant that leaders, particularly senior leaders, were actively involved early on in the design phase of the transformation (21). As LSC transcends disciplinary boundaries, the involvement of multidisciplinary leaders and especially physicians (3,32) was important. In addition to when and how leadership is engaged, facilitative leadership was described as strong, active and collaborative (23,26,28,29). Leadership was a barrier to successful change when leaders appeared disconnected, displayed a lack of interest in the change initiative and when decisions revealed a lack of commitment to the transformation process (23,32).
The sphere of leader influence for LSC is simultaneously vertical and dispersed as organizations designated senior leadership across the network to oversee and provide foundational support for implementation (3,26,27,33). Similarly, dispersed leadership was also described as the strategic use of champions or the engagement of local managers in leading local change efforts (19,27,29,34). A lack of engagement and support of local leaders such as champions (23) otherwise severely challenged the change process.

**Factor 4: Change Management Approach**

This factor concerns the organization’s philosophy, processes and practices in change management. A participatory process of organizational change that engages stakeholders at all levels of the organization and the community set the stage for successful transformations. Stakeholders such as patients and families, professional associations, communities and the public were involved and contributed to decision-making throughout the transformation in a meaningful versus a tokenistic way (3,21,24,32-34). In 1 instance, formal roles for patient representatives were created for the specific change initiative (35). This participatory approach extended to collaborative problem-solving perceived as the responsibility of all stakeholders (17) versus solutions imposed by 1 group onto another. In addition, imaginative, flexible, and reflective change procedures yielded greater success in LSC initiatives than rigid and authoritative approaches did (17).

**Factor 5: Roles and Responsibilities**

This factor touches upon the existence, addition, or reassignment of individual and group roles and responsibilities that actualize change. LSC was facilitated when the innovation goals were bound to specified roles within the organization (26). The assignation of these roles and their functions to support change required clear and effective communication from leaders (28). On the other hand, confusion about role expectation during and as a consequence of LSC contributed to resistant attitudes (24). Another barrier was the increase of responsibilities for staff with already limited time constraints (23).
Factor 6: Networks

The network entails formal and informal interactions between individuals, groups, or organizations. The studies described networks within and across organizations characterized by trust and mutual history, which contributed to successful LSC. Willis et al. (26) regarded this relationship as a partnership influenced by what they termed collaborative leadership. This “strong” network (23), brought together formally for the LSC, was a product of clinical and management professionals’ familiarity from previous clinical visits and events (17,24). In contrast, relationships within and among organizations that lacked a history of collaboration, where trust was not established and values not aligned or shared, were to the detriment of successful change (17).

Existing networks with established and effective communication channels (20,22,35) were critical to implementation. Effective communication strategies were unique and dependent on each innovation and setting. Communication was strong and effective when senior leadership was responsible for communication rather than designating this task to front-line managers (21).

Factor 7: Measurement and Feedback

Measurement and feedback involve the infrastructure and process of data collection on organizational performance as well as its communication. Successful LSC was contingent on organizations with established measurement and feedback processes such as up-to-date data management and informational support systems (3,24,28). When the measurement of organizational quality indicators aligned with implementation goals, LSC were facilitated (26). Reporting back of audit results was also critical to the implementation of LSC and depended on the commitment of leadership for this communication (3).

Discussion
This review draws attention to LSC as an ongoing worldwide phenomenon in healthcare, spanning multiple practice care settings. The factors paint a reassuringly stable picture of how the implementation of LSC depends on influences that transcend specific projects and settings. There is relative agreement across the sample and also with healthcare change management literature on LSC. Similarly, these factors overlap and broaden the scale of constructs from implementation frameworks intended to inform local change (36). For example, in LSC, communication across settings within the larger network is more prominent and an important consideration. Nurse leaders must expand their conceptualizations of implementation to address and optimize factors in the context of LSC.

This review demonstrates how learning organizations act as antecedents to successful LSC in healthcare. Learning organizations are those that regularly engage in a process of modifying individual and shared understandings based on previous experiences in order to improve current and future performance (37). Attributes of learning organizations are consistent with what were described as enabling factors for LSC in this review, including dedicating resources for learning to support general and specific change initiatives, leadership development, shared and aligned vision and values, systems thinking, distributed leadership, and reflective and flexible approaches throughout the change process (38). This process of iterative learning is key to effective adaptation and ongoing readiness in the context of constant and LSC (39). Consistent with the notion that innovations involve product, outcome, and process to transform the system (40), LSCs have not only established desirable outcomes for service delivery and patient care but may also enable future effective change. Nursing leaders have the capacity to promote ongoing learning, which is an important process for organizational readiness.

A set of questions was developed for nurse leaders to identify strengths and areas for improvement in preparing for LSC (figure 1) and can be used as an exercise in reflexivity with stakeholders. Reflective questions differ from rules (3) or checklists (41) already devised for LSC, as they encourage discussion and engagement (42), foster collective beliefs in the capability for change (11) and gauge outcomes as a learning organization. The reflective questions can be easily customized to meet specific needs and addressed to multidisciplinary or nursing teams across
organizational levels. Also, these questions can be useful in assessing reported negative consequences of LSC, such as change fatigue (43), which can impact the success of ongoing and future reform.

Limitations

This integrative review has several limitations. First, subjective rather than a standardized appraisal of the included studies was completed due to the broad inclusion criteria. Critics of the integrative review design cite a lack of rigour due to the inclusion of methodologically diverse studies (16). In this review, restricting study designs could have averted this problem but may have also limited learning on the complexities of LSC. Second, while organizational factors are critical in the success of LSC, other elements were overlooked such as the characteristics of the innovation, external pressures (governmental, public) connected with organizational factors. Rather, the focus was to consider aspects within organizations and systems that nurse leaders could realistically modify and strengthen in preparation and throughout LSC processes.

Conclusion

This review identified 7 organizational factors that acted as barriers or facilitators influencing LSC in healthcare and builds on current knowledge of how to support nurse leaders’ capacity for change. As the calls for changes of this magnitude to healthcare delivery continue, nurses are well-positioned to take an active role in organizational preparedness. Future research may capitalize on nurses as agents and facilitators for LSC in healthcare.
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Figure 1: Reflective Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflective Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>These questions emerged from the results of this evidence review, adapted from the CFIR evaluation tool (<a href="https://cfirguide.org/">https://cfirguide.org/</a>) and in consideration of the Strength-Based Leadership program goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **What resources are we counting on (e.g. funding, personnel, physical space, IT) to implement and administer the program?**
  - What resources are currently available?
  - What resources will need to be procured?
  - What challenges do we expect to encounter in securing resources in our organization?

- **What are our current constraints?**
  - Is our organization stable?
  - What other high priority activities may divert our commitment to implementing this program?

- **What kind of information/knowledge do we need?**
  - What information have we received and what is missing?

- **How are new ideas received in our organization?**

- **How do our values align or not with this program?**

- **In what ways will our organizational culture embrace or hinder the implementation of this program?**

- **What kinds of supports or actions can we expect from our leaders to help implement this program successfully?**
  - What level of support or endorsement have we seen so far from our leaders toward this program?

- **How does our organization approach implementation?**
  - Is there a flexible or formulaic process, or no process?

- **How are stakeholders engaged in change initiatives?**
  - What is the expectation for patient and family involvement? Involvement of professional associations or labour unions?

- **Who in the organization can support the implementation of the program?**
  - What specific roles are needed?
  - What roles need to be created or have responsibilities modified?

- **What is the nature of the relationships across or within our network?**
  - Is it trusting or suspicious? Collaborative or competitive?

- **How are information, successes or challenges communicated across our organization and network?**
  - Would our current communication mechanisms challenge or hinder the implementation of the program?

- **How are organizational goals measured and monitored by our organization?**
  - How is our performance communicated?
  - How does our organization respond and react to feedback?
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